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GROHING TOMATOES 

The tomato is one of the most popular garden vegetables. You can grm., a fe~., 

plants in flower borders or even along the south side of the house. 

* * * * 
There are many varieties and hybrids to choose from, but some are more 

dependable than others. For earliness, try the Fireball. This is a widely 

adapted variety which produces heavy clusters of medium size fruits on dwarf 

compact plants. 

* * * * 
A very dependable hybrid is Moreton. It will produce medium to large fruits 

over a long period of time until frost. For a late variety with large fruit try 

Big Boy hybrid. 

* * * * 
If you're 8hort on space, set the plants 18 to 24 inches apart and prune 

and stake them. As the plants begin to branch, remove the small branches that 

develop between the leaf and main stem. Leave only t~.,o or three stems and tie 

them to a strong stake 4 to 5 feet high • 

.,~ * * * 
Don't transplant tomatoes too early. Hait until after Memorial Day ~.,hen soil 

and air temperatures are satisfactory. 

* * * * 
Blossom-end rot is usually caused by root pruning. You can reduce this 

problem by applying a mulch around the plants early in July and eliminating 

cultivation. 

Hhen plants are 8 to 10 inches tall, spray at weekly intervals \-lith maneb 

fungicides to control blight. 
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